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Abstract—The discharge characteristics, particularly the address discharge characteristics, were examined relative to an ambient temperature from −5 ◦ C to +65 ◦ C in an ac plasma display
panel. As the ambient temperature increased, the statistical delay
time decreased due to an increase in the exoelectron emission from
the MgO surface by thermal activation. In contrast, the formative delay time increased due to an increase in the wall voltage
variation during an address period. It was also found that the
wall voltage variation during an address period depended on the
level of the scan high voltage. Therefore, a temperature-adaptive
driving waveform with multiscan high voltages is proposed to produce a stable address discharge irrespective of a variable ambient
temperature.
Index Terms—Ambient temperature, exoelectron emission, stable address discharge, temperature-adaptive driving waveform,
wall voltage variation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE AMBIENT temperature is an important factor affecting stable discharge in plasma display panel (PDP) cells,
as the discharge characteristics vary depending on the ambient
temperature. In particular, the address discharge characteristics
are strongly dependent on the ambient temperature, where misfiring problems are caused at a high ambient temperature [1],
[2]. While this phenomenon would appear to be closely related
to the exoelectron emission affected by the ambient temperature
[3]–[5], the temperature dependency of the address discharge
characteristics in relation to the MgO surface phenomenon is
still not well understood.
Accordingly, this paper investigated the address discharge
characteristics relative to the ambient temperature to explain
the temperature dependency of the address discharge charac-
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup for overall heating of 50-in test
panel with three electrodes inside heating (or cooling) chamber, where X is
common electrode, Y is scan electrode, and A is address electrode.

teristics. As a result, it was found that the driving parameters
related to the ambient temperature, including the number of
sustain pulses and the voltage level applied to the scan electrode during the address period, were also important factors
affecting the address discharge characteristics. Therefore, based
on these experimental observations, a temperature-adaptive
driving waveform with multiscan high voltages is proposed to
produce a stable address discharge irrespective of a variable
ambient temperature.
II. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the experimental setup used for
the measurements. A 50-in test panel with a working gas pressure of 420 torr was employed in this paper, and its structure and
dimensions were exactly the same as those of a conventional
50-in full-HD ac PDP with a box-type barrier rib. The gas
mixtures used were He (50%)–Ne–Xe (11%). The detailed
panel specifications are listed in Table I. As shown in Fig. 1, the
ambient temperature of the test panel was varied from −5 ◦ C to
+65 ◦ C by heating or cooling the heating (or cooling) chamber.
To avoid the ambient temperature from influencing the electronic circuits, all electronic equipment were positioned outside
the heating (or cooling) chamber. Plus, since the address discharges are aggravated in the lower part of the panel when carrying out the line-by-line scan in the address-display-separated
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TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS OF 50-in TEST PANEL EMPLOYED IN THIS PAPER

Fig. 3. Address discharge delay times Tf and Ts measured in SF 3 when
varying the ambient temperature from −5 ◦ C to +65 ◦ C.
TABLE III
PARAMETER VALUES USED IN THIS CALCULATION

Fig. 2. Driving waveform employed to measure wall voltage variation during
address period.
TABLE II
VARIOUS VOLTAGE LEVELS EMPLOYED IN DRIVING
WAVEFORM IN FIG . 2

of electrons supplied to the discharge space, that is, priming
particles, as in the following equation [7]:
Ts =

driving scheme, the address discharge characteristics of the last
scan line in the lower part of the panel were measured under
various ambient temperatures, as shown in Fig. 1 [6].

III. E FFECT OF A MBIENT T EMPERATURE AND S USTAIN
D ISCHARGE ON A DDRESS D ISCHARGE
Fig. 2 shows the driving waveform employed to measure the
address discharge characteristics. The applied sustain pulses
were ten pairs for the lower subfield (SF 3), 50 pairs for the
middle subfield (SF 7), and 100 pairs for the upper subfield
(SF 10). The width of the address pulses was 1.25 μs, making
the address periods 1350 μs for 1080 scan lines (i.e., full-white
pattern). In addition, the applied voltage levels in Fig. 2 are
listed in Table II.
Fig. 3 shows the formative delay time (Tf ) and the statistical
delay time (Ts ) measured at SF 3 when varying the ambient
temperature from −5 ◦ C to +65 ◦ C. As the ambient temperature
increased, the statistical delay time (Ts ) decreased, whereas
the formative delay time (Tf ) increased. It is already known
that the statistical delay time Ts is influenced by the number

1
n0 Ps

(1)

where n0 is the number of seed electrons, and Ps is the
probability of an avalanche.
Thus, the statistical delay time is inversely proportional to the
concentration of seed electrons. The seed electrons are supplied
by the exoelectron emission from the MgO surface during an
address period [3]–[5]. The exoelectron current I(t) can be
described using the following equation [8]–[10]:
k3 k2 n20
(1 + k2 n0 t)2
 Et 
Am υ exp − RT
k2 =
N An

I(t) =

(2)

where k3 is the probability of the constant emission of exited
electrons, no is the initial trapped electron concentration, υ is
the Debye frequency, Et is the energy level of the electron trap,
R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, N is the number of
donor sites, and An is the retrapping reaction rate constant.
Using (2), the exoelectron currents were calculated as a
function of the ambient temperature using the parameter values listed in Table III. As shown in Fig. 4, as the ambient
temperature increased, the exoelectron current also increased.
Consequently, the statistical delay time was observed to decrease in proportion to the ambient temperature. In contrast,
the formative delay time (Tf ) was observed to increase in
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Fig. 4. Exoelectron currents calculated using (2) in SF 3 when varying the
ambient temperature from −5 ◦ C to +65 ◦ C.
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Fig. 6. Address discharge delay times Tf and Ts measured at room temperature (+25 ◦ C) when varying the number of applied sustain pulses from 10
to 100.

Fig. 5. Wall voltage variation measured during address period relative to
ambient temperature at SF 3.

proportion to the ambient temperature, as shown in Fig. 3. It
has also been established that the formative delay time (Tf )
can be described using the following equation [11]:
d
d
d
+
≈
Tf =
EK+
EKe
EK+

(3)

where d is the gap length, E is the electric field strength, K+ is
the ion mobility, and Ke is the electron mobility.
As shown in (3), the formative delay time is inversely proportional to the electric field intensity between the A and Y
electrodes, which infers that the increase in the formative delay
time when increasing the ambient temperature can be attributed
to the decrease in the electric field intensity.
Fig. 5 shows the wall voltage variation, defined by
Vw(AY)1 − Vw(AY)2 and indicated in Fig. 2, which was measured using the Vt closed curve technique when varying the
ambient temperature from −5 ◦ C to +65 ◦ C [12]. As expected,
the increase in the formative time was surely related to the wall
voltage variation, which decreased the electric field between the
A–Y electrodes when increasing the ambient temperature.

Fig. 7. Exoelectron currents calculated using (2) at room temperature
(+25 ◦ C) when varying the initial trapped electron concentration no in
proportion to number of applied sustain pulses.

As the misfiring of a small number of cells is often observed
at a high ambient temperature, particularly in the upper subfield
condition [1], the number of sustain pulses may be another
factor affecting the address discharge characteristics relative to
the ambient temperature.
Fig. 6 shows the address discharge delay times according to
the number of applied sustain pulses at room temperature. Fig. 7
shows the exoelectron currents calculated using (2) at room
temperature when varying the initial trapped electron concentration no in proportion to the number of applied sustain pulses.
The initial trapped electron concentration no is known to be
increased with an increase in the applied sustain pulse number
[13]. As shown in Fig. 6, when the number of applied sustain
pulses increased, the statistical delay time decreased. Since the
electrons caught in the trap level of the MgO surface likely
increased in proportion to the number of sustain discharges, this
produced an increase in the exoelectron current, as shown in
Fig. 7. The increase in the exoelectron emission from the MgO
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Fig. 8. Wall voltage variation measured during address period relative to the
number of applied sustain pulses at room temperature (+25 ◦ C).

surface due to the increase in the sustain pulse number resulted
in reducing the statistical delay time.
However, the formative delay time increased as the wall
voltage variation increased when increasing the number of
applied sustains pulses, as shown in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8, the wall
voltage variation occurred depending on the number of applied
sustain pulses during an address period. However, the wall
voltages Vw(AY)1 measured after the reset discharge showed
no difference irrespective of the number of applied sustain
pulses, implying that the variations in the electrons caught in
the trap level of the MgO surface according to the number
of applied sustain pulses did not affect the formation of the
wall charges during the reset period. Finally, the wall voltage
variation during the address period was confirmed to be related
to the increase in the exoelectron emission caused by the
increase in the number of applied sustain pulses. Consequently,
the statistical delay time was found to decrease, whereas the
formative delay time increased when increasing the number of
applied sustain pulses.
Fig. 9 shows the influence of the scan high voltage
(VSCAN_H ) and the ambient temperature on the wall voltage
variation during an address period in the upper subfield (SF 10).
At an ambient temperature of +65 ◦ C, the wall voltage variation
increased from 7 to 30 V when |VSCAN_H | was increased from
50 to 80 V. However, at an ambient temperature of −5 ◦ C, the
wall voltage variation slightly changed when |VSCAN_H | was
increased from 50 to 80 V. As described in Figs. 4 and 7, the
high temperature condition at SF 10 emitted greater exoelectrons in the discharge space. In this case, the wall voltage variation increased depending on the electric field intensity between
the A–Y electrodes induced the voltage difference between
VA and VSCAN_H during an address period. In other words,
under the high exoelectron emission condition, the wall voltage
was varied considerably according to the electric field intensity
applied between the A–Y electrodes. On the other hand, at
a low temperature condition emitting lesser exoelectrons into
discharge space, the wall voltage was little influenced by the
variation in the electric field intensity. Therefore, these results

Fig. 9. Influence of scan high voltage (VSCAN_H ) and ambient temperature
on wall voltage variation during address period at SF 10.
TABLE IV
MULTISCAN HIGH VOLTAGES RELATIVE TO SUBFIELD AND AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE IN MODIFIED DRIVING WAVEFORM

Fig. 10. Proposed driving waveform with multiscan high voltages in the upper
subfield (SF 10), where the scan high voltage is varied according to ambient
temperature: VSCAN_H is −50 V at +65 ◦ C, and −70 V at +25 ◦ C and
−5 ◦ C.

indicate that the wall voltage variation phenomenon is closely
related to the electric field intensity in the discharge space as
well as the ambient temperature, implying that the exoelectrons
emitted from the MgO surface by thermal activation at a high
ambient temperature might be amplified in the discharge space
due to the high electric field intensity, thereby resulting in causing a wall voltage variation due to the recharging phenomenon.
However, this phenomenon needs to be studied further [14].
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Fig. 11. Vt closed curve and address delay time measured in the upper subfield when applying the conventional driving waveform.

IV. M ODIFIED D RIVING WAVEFORM W ITH M ULTISCAN
H IGH VOLTAGES FOR S TABLE A DDRESS D ISCHARGE
U NDER VARIABLE T EMPERATURE
As previously described, the wall voltage variation is directly
related to the ambient temperature and the driving parameters
related to the ambient temperature, such as the number of the
sustain pulses and VSCAN_H level. That is, the wall voltage variation increases both when increasing the ambient temperature
and when increasing the number of sustain pulses. It should
be noted that the |VSCAN_H | level is an important parameter
causing a wall voltage variation during the address period, as
shown in Fig. 9. Thus, to maintain a stable address discharge
under a variable ambient temperature, the conventional driving
waveform needs to be modified to compensate the wall voltage
variation relative to the ambient temperature. Therefore, a new
driving waveform with a variable scan high voltage (VSCAN_H )
adaptive to the ambient temperature is proposed. The basic
idea of the proposed driving waveform is to apply an adaptive
|VSCAN_H | according to the ambient temperature and subfield
conditions to minimize the wall voltage variation, thereby producing a stable address discharge.
The adaptive scan high voltages according to the ambient
temperature and subfield conditions are given in Table IV.
Fig. 10 shows the proposed driving waveform in the upper
subfield (SF 10), where the scan high voltage is varied according to the ambient temperature, as shown in Table IV. Under
this condition, −50 V is selected for VSCAN_H to minimize the
wall voltage variation at high ambient temperature (+65 ◦ C).
Fig. 11(a)–(c) shows the Vt closed curve, the wall voltage
variation, and the Laue plot of the address delay time measured

in the upper subfield when applying the conventional driving
waveform. The Laue plot in Fig. 11(c) can be described using
the following equation [11]:
Probability of nondischarge (P )
= exp [−(t − Tf )/Ts ]
=1

(0 ≤ t ≤ Tf )

(t ≥ Tf )
(4)

where Tf is the formative delay time, and Ts is the statistical
delay time.
In (4), P = 1 means that no address discharge was completed, whereas P = 0 means that every address discharge was
completed. As shown in Fig. 11(a), as the ambient temperature
increased, the Vt closed curves measured particularly in the
first quadrant were moved to the upward direction, implying
that the shift of the Vt closed curve to the upward direction
meant the reduction in the wall voltage between the A–Y
electrodes due to a rise in the ambient temperature. Fig. 11(b)
shows the wall voltage variation between the A–Y electrodes
(ΔVw(AY) = VwA − VwY ) calculated from the measured Vt
closed curves in Fig. 11(a). The wall voltage variations between
the A–Y electrodes were observed to be almost the same at
room temperature (+25 ◦ C) and at low temperature (−5 ◦ C).
However, the wall voltage variation sharply increased at a
higher ambient temperature. As a result, as shown in Fig. 11(c),
the formative delay time increased at high ambient temperature
due to the increase in the wall voltage variation.
Fig. 12 shows the Vt closed curve, the wall voltage variation,
and the Laue plot of the address delay time measured in the
upper subfield when applying the proposed modified driving
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Fig. 12. Vt closed curve and address delay time measured in the upper subfield when applying modified driving waveform.

Fig. 13. Proposed driving waveform with multiscan high voltages in the lower
subfield (SF 3), where the scan high voltage is varied according to ambient
temperature: VSCH_H is −90 V at −5 ◦ C and −70 V at +25 ◦ C and +65 ◦ C.

waveform in Fig. 10. As shown in Fig. 12(b), the wall voltage
variations between the A–Y electrodes were minimized under
a variable ambient temperature. As a result, the formative delay
time was noticeably reduced at high temperature (+65 ◦ C),
thereby allowing a stable address discharge under a variable
ambient temperature.
Fig. 13 shows the proposed driving waveform with multiscan
high voltages in the lower subfield (SF 3), where the scan high
voltage was varied according to the ambient temperature, as
shown in Table III. Under this condition, −90 V was selected
for VSCAN_H at a low ambient temperature (−5 ◦ C), thereby

reducing the switching voltage applied to the Y electrode for the
address operation when compared with the conventional driving
scheme.
Figs. 14 and 15 show the Vt closed curve, the wall voltage
variation, and the Laue plot of the address delay time measured
in the lower subfield when applying the conventional and
modified driving waveforms, respectively. When comparing
Figs. 14(b) and 15(b), the wall voltage variations between
the A–Y electrodes were almost the same, irrespective of the
ambient temperature; however, the address delay time at low
temperature (−5 ◦ C) increased when applying the conventional
driving waveform, whereas the statistical delay time increased
due to the poor priming condition [8]. In contrast, when applying the modified driving waveform, the difference in address
delay time caused by the variable ambient temperature was
minimized, as shown in Fig. 15(c), based on reducing the falling
time of the scan pulse by applying the maximum scan high
voltage (|VSCAN_H | = | − 90 V|).
V. C ONCLUSION
Due to its importance for discharge stability, this paper
investigated the relation between the address discharge characteristics and the ambient temperature. Experiments showed
that when increasing the ambient temperature, the statistical
delay time was decreased due to an increase in the exoelectron emission current, whereas the formative delay time was
increased due to an increase in the wall voltage variation
between the A–Y electrodes. It should be noted that the wall
voltage variation, which affects the address discharge, was also
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Fig. 14. Vt closed curve and address delay time measured in the lower subfield when applying conventional driving waveform.

Fig. 15. Vt closed curve and address delay time measured in the lower subfield when applying modified driving waveform.

influenced by the driving parameters, such as the number of
sustain pulses and VSCAN_H level, related to the ambient temperature. Experimental results showed that a modified driving
waveform with multiscan high voltages (VSCAN_H ) adaptive

to the ambient temperature and subfield conditions was able to
minimize the wall voltage variation. Consequently, the modified driving waveform was demonstrated to produce a stable
address discharge under a variable ambient temperature.
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